
Internet Mocks Russian Ministry's Photo
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Russia's Foreign Ministry has claimed that an image of its longtime leader Sergei Lavrov
carrying the Russian flag over his shoulder "has healing powers" and "can cause exorcisms." 

"Apply to the planet's sore spots," the ministry instructed on its social media pages on
Tuesday.

Perhaps the photo does have healing powers — of laughter — if the social media reaction to
the caption is any indication. 

"Be more careful, can cause exorcism," one user tweeted, along with an imagine showing a
printout of Lavrov's photo against the backdrop of the Foreign Ministry building in Moscow. 
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Будьте осторожнее, у сммщика может случиться эффект экзорцизма
pic.twitter.com/seAuuv0BEA

— Таня Турова (@tatyanaturova) 31 июля 2018 г.

"Better than broadleaf plantains," the Life News tabloid said, referring to a healing
herb popular in Russian folk medicine.
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Лучше подорожника

МИД опубликовал "целебное" фото Лаврова: https://t.co/WfL4db6wlT
pic.twitter.com/JMsDtujStV

— Life | Новости (@lifenews_ru) 31 июля 2018 г.

Taking the ministry's instructions literally, one user applied Lavrov's photo to the foot of
Brazilian football star Neymar, who is famous for writhing in pain with every tackle.
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Ахаха pic.twitter.com/r23nWCn3I2

— Представься , мразь (@davnch) 31 июля 2018 г.
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Russian foreign affairs ministry @MID_RF is getting flooded with well deserved
memes after posting Lavrov photo which they said has "healing powers"
pic.twitter.com/he64aSKmtL

— tamara (@TRozvan) 31 июля 2018 г.

Another social media user placed the photo onto the forehead of Soviet singer and State Duma
deputy Iosif Kobzon, who was reportedly hospitalized last week, with a caption reading:
"Don't be sick."

"Forgive me," the user wrote under the picture.
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извините pic.twitter.com/Pkygft81Dj

— недруги за бугром (@Lndcalling) 31 июля 2018 г.
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